Physicochemical characterization of nanoparticles and their behavior in the biological environment
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Whilst the physical and chemical properties of nanoparticles in the gas or idealized solvent phase can nowadays be characterized with sufficient accuracy, this is no longer the case for particles in the presence of a complex biological environment. Interactions between nanoparticles and biomolecules are highly complex on a molecular scale. The detailed characterization of nanoparticles under these conditions and the mechanistic knowledge of their molecular interactions with the biological world is, however, needed for any solid conclusions with regards to the relationship between the biological behavior of such particles and their physicochemical properties. In the present article we discuss some of the challenges with characterization and behavior of nanoparticles that are associated with their presence in chemically complex biological environments. Our focus is on the stability of colloids as well as on the formation and characteristics of protein coronae that have recently been shown to significantly modify the properties of pristine particles. Finally, we discuss the perspectives that may be expected from an improved understanding of nanoparticles in biological media.

1. Introduction

Detailed knowledge of physical and chemical aspects associated with the behavior of nanoparticles (NPs) in biological systems has now been recognized as critically important in understanding nano-toxicology1,2 and in shaping the future of nano-medical3,4 applications.

Within the framework of the Priority Programme “Bio-Nano-Responses” (SPP1313) of the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (DFG) and beyond, the authors of this perspective article have been devoted to characterizing the physical and chemical properties of NPs that may affect their behavior in the biological world. While some of these aspects are of general importance to both in vitro and in vivo applications of NPs, others seem mainly relevant to in vitro conditions. Here, we critically review, the importance of physical and chemical NP properties their thorough characterization and the implications to NP behavior in the biological world.

NPs are of similar size as many subcellular components and, therefore, may escape many of the established biological defense mechanisms directed against particulate matter. They typically hijack the endocytosis machinery to enter cells.4,5 Once inside the cells, they have been shown to cause adverse effects6 and permanent cell damage7–9 including oxidative stress, inflammation, genetic damage, and the inhibition of cell division and cell death.9,10

NPs from organic (e.g., viruses, coal, humic substances etc.) or inorganic (e.g., silicates, oxides, carbonates, metal sulfides etc.) material have always existed as part of the natural environment.11,12 Anthropogenically generated NPs with a further increased variance in composition, deliberate stabilizing features and other physical and chemical properties add to the complexity of biological responses. Moreover, particle concentrations in intended – or unintended – exposure scenarios may vary significantly from those for which biological defense mechanisms were established.

Nanomaterials may also dissolve in the biological milieu.15 For example, metallic NPs release metal ions, which can have severe toxic effects.16 Eppe and co-workers17 showed that the dissolution of Ag NPs leads to a steady-state ion concentration within a few hours. The degree and the kinetics of degradation were interpreted as a function of NP concentration, surface functionality and temperature.17 Similar effects were reported for W-C/Co18 NPs and Fe/Pt NPs19 as well as for oxidic NPs like ZnO and CeO2.20 It was also specifically pointed out that even NPs made from very low soluble substances such as SiO2...
degrade as function of their size.\textsuperscript{21} Such experimentally observed degradation rates of silica NPs were in good agreement with Gibbs free energy governed formation–dissolution mechanisms.\textsuperscript{22}

Low pH, which is realized in different compartments of a cell or an organism, may accelerate degradation. For example, NPs with a calcium phosphate precipitate core were observed to completely degrade within a few minutes at low pH within lysosomes.\textsuperscript{23} This controlled process might allow these sponge-like NPs to be employed as efficient gene delivery vehicles.\textsuperscript{24}

Many physical and chemical interactions define the behavior of NPs in any biological environment. Here, NPs are exposed to relatively high physiological ion concentrations,\textsuperscript{25} pH changes\textsuperscript{26} and a huge variety of biomolecules, predominantly proteins that may adsorb onto the NP surfaces.\textsuperscript{27,28} All these interactions can strongly affect the colloidal stability of the NPs, alter or camouflage the particle surface, promote dissolution that can strongly affect the colloidal stability of the NPs, alter or camouflage the particle surface, promote dissolution and change the molecular-scale interaction with cells.\textsuperscript{25,29} An in-depth discussion of the basic physical interactions occurring at the nano–bio interface was presented by Nel and co-authors.\textsuperscript{30} Here, we will discuss the direct effects of these interactions on the NPs and their individual properties as well as their consequences for in vitro studies involving NPs and for in vivo applications of such particles.

2. Stability of nanoparticles in chemically complex environments

2.1 Effect of the surrounding medium on NP stability

Engineered NPs are usually stabilized by electrostatic repulsion, steric hindrance, or depletion forces.\textsuperscript{31–33} Steric stabilization is realized by macromolecules attached to the NP surface. An effective approach of two such stabilized colloids is impeded by thermodynamic forces\textsuperscript{34} as a function of the polymer chain stiffness and the resulting entropic elasticity.\textsuperscript{35} Charged functional groups or surfactant molecules on the NP surface produce a Coulomb potential and, thus, give rise to electrostatic repulsion between individual particles carrying charges of the same polarity. Such electrostatic stabilization can be qualitatively described by the Derjaguin–Landau–Verwey–Overbeek (DLVO) theory,\textsuperscript{36–38} Short-ranged, attractive, van-der-Waals-type forces dominate at small inter-particle distances and give rise to the pronounced tendency of NPs to aggregate. Aggregation, however, is prevented by the longer-ranging Coulomb forces between charge-stabilized NPs. Both van-der-Waals-type and electrostatic forces are quantitatively affected by the ionic strength of the surrounding medium. Effective van-der-Waals interactions between particles and the surrounding medium are expressed by the Hamaker constant, \( H \).\textsuperscript{39} As described by the Lifshitz theory,\textsuperscript{40} zero frequency contributions to dispersion forces, \( H_{0} \), are lowered with increasing ionic strengths, whereas higher frequency terms, \( H_{v>0} \), remain unaffected since the frequencies of oscillating dipoles are much higher than the time scales of ionic responses.\textsuperscript{41} Accounting for these contributions, the effective Hamaker constant can be expressed by

\[
H = H_{0} + 2k \kappa \exp(-2k \kappa) + H_{v>0},
\]

where \( d \) is the distance from the particle surface, and \( \kappa \) is the inverse Debye screening length, which describes the range of action of interacting electrostatic forces:\textsuperscript{42}

\[
\kappa = \sqrt{\frac{2F^2}{D_{0}k_{B}T}},
\]

with the Faraday constant, \( F \), the permittivity of free space, \( \varepsilon_{0} \), the relative permittivity of the solvent, \( \varepsilon_{s} \), the universal gas constant, \( R \), the absolute temperature, \( T \), and the ionic strength of the solvent, \( I \). In physiological media, the ionic strength is typically around 150 mM, yielding a highly compressed electrical double-layer and a Debye screening length \( \kappa^{-1} \) of 0.78 nm,\textsuperscript{35} which is smaller than the typical size of a protein (a few nanometers). Accordingly, the electrostatic stabilizing barrier is decreased significantly by increasing ionic strength (see Fig. 1).

Fig. 1a schematically illustrates the effect of the ion strength on the interaction potential as a function of the distance from the NP surface. At physiological ion concentrations, charge-stabilized NPs frequently show a strong tendency to aggregate due to the decreased Coulomb repulsion at these conditions.\textsuperscript{43–45}

Gebauer and Treuel\textsuperscript{45} quantified the influence of individual ionic components on the aggregation kinetics of citrate stabilized silver NPs. They destabilized the NP suspension by adding defined amounts of salt and measured the increase in particle size that occurred as a consequence of agglomeration. Using this procedure, they determined growth rates of the particles as a function of KHPO\textsubscript{4} and KNO\textsubscript{3} concentrations respectively, demonstrating how both single-charged electrolytes have the same effect on the aggregation kinetics of the silver colloid (see Fig. 1b). Combining these results with Raman measurements of the water near-structure, they provided a further indication that ionic influences on the H-bonding network between water molecules rather than a direct interaction between ionic compounds and the particle surface affects agglomeration. Moreover, they demonstrated that this kinetic approach could be used as a comparatively simple and yet potent method to measure average elementary charges on the colloidal NPs.

Considerable differences in the influence of equally charged but chemically different salts on the agglomeration behavior of colloids were found – commensurate with the Hofmeister-series\textsuperscript{46} – that are largely ignored in the parameterizations of theoretical models describing agglomeration. This illustrates the complexity of NP stability even in such relatively simple environments where only the stabilized particles, water and defined amounts of chemically well-known ions are present. The plethora of molecular substances present in physiological fluids changes, and further complicates, this situation.

2.2 Role of the protein corona for NP stability

Besides the changes in ionic strength, physical and chemical interactions with proteins and other biomolecules (e.g., phospholipids, sugars, nucleic acids etc.) affect the NP behavior.
Overall protein concentrations in typical body fluids (e.g., blood, lung lining fluid, saliva, intestinal juice) can be as high as 0.35 g mL$^{-1}$, and such fluids may contain more than 3000 different proteins in widely varying concentrations.

When NPs are exposed to body fluids, proteins rapidly bind to the NP surfaces and enshroud the particle. This protein adsorption layer on the NP surface, the protein corona, largely defines the particle surface and mediates further interactions between the NP and the biological environment.

Consequently, living organisms almost exclusively interact with protein-coated rather than as-synthesized NPs unless the NPs have been coated with a protein-repellant surface. The properties of such a protein–NP complex can differ significantly from those of the synthesized NP, and the nature of the protein corona is considered to be a potent factor in triggering desired and undesired biological responses.

Protein corona formation can affect both the NP and the adsorbed proteins in multiple ways. The protein structure can be impaired as a consequence of the interaction, which may lead to the loss of biological activity, exposure of cryptic epitopes or altered function. The exact mechanistic details of such surface induced protein denaturation remain in the focus of current research and are not yet fully understood.

Besides camouflaging the original NP surface, the protein corona can affect the colloidal stability of the NPs in the presence of physiological electrolyte concentrations by steric or electro-steric effects. In a recent publication, Treuel and co-workers were able to quantitatively demonstrate the stabilizing effect of a protein corona. They induced a constant agglomeration rate to a citrate (charge) stabilized suspension of Ag NPs by adding carefully controlled amounts of K$_2$SO$_4$ (this salt was chosen to avoid the possible precipitation of insoluble silver salts). This colloid was subjected to human serum albumin (HSA) at different concentrations, and the concentration dependence of the agglomeration rate was measured. Intriguingly, the protein concentration needed to fully stabilize the NPs directly corresponded to the amount of protein needed to fully cover the NP surface in a face-on configuration.

Introducing a new model based on statistical considerations of the collision geometries, Treuel et al. could show that a plot of the surface coverage versus the logarithmic protein concentration allowed the evaluation of the data via a fitting routine using the Hill equation (Fig. 2).
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**Fig. 1** (a) Impact of ionic strength on effective electrostatic forces as a function of the distance from the NP surface. In low ionic strength media, Coulomb interaction gives rise to strongly repulsive potentials. By moderately increasing the ionic strength, electrostatic forces are decreased but still produce a repulsive aggregation barrier, whereas a further increase of ionic strength (e.g., to the ionic strength of physiological buffer systems) leads to a concomitant decrease of the electrostatic forces. As a result, the stabilizing barrier is lost, and the overall net interaction is attractive, hence, particle aggregation takes place. (b) Growth rates (in nm min$^{-1}$) of a Lee–Meisel type silver colloid subjected to different concentrations of KH$_2$PO$_4$ and KNO$_3$ respectively. The observed growth is a consequence of NP aggregation following the destruction of the repulsive barrier. Reprinted from J. S. Gebauer and L. Treuel, Influence of individual ionic components on the agglomeration kinetics of silver nanoparticles, J. Colloid Interface Sci., 2011, 354, 546–554, Copyright (2011), with permission from Elsevier.
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**Fig. 2** Plot of experimental data of surface coverage versus the logarithmic HSA-concentration from a study of HSA adsorption onto citrate functionalized Ag NP surfaces. Surface coverage was inferred from the stabilizing effect of the HSA corona forming around a destabilized colloid. Black dots: data points, black solid line: Hill fit to the data points ($K_D = 71 \pm 17$ nmol L$^{-1}$, $n = 2.71$) indicating a cooperative binding behavior. Reproduced with kind permission from Gebauer et al. Copyright 2012 American Chemical Society.
This quantitative evaluation revealed an equilibrium constant of \( K_D = 71 \pm 17 \text{ nmol}^{-1} \). The authors point out that \( K_D \) values for protein adsorption–desorption onto NP surfaces should generally be interpreted with caution as it remains unclear to what extent the interpretation as a true equilibrium situation is valid and what factors might limit this treatment. Possible factors determining limitations for an equilibrium treatment likely include NP properties such as surface chemistry, charge and size but also protein properties such as size, distribution of surface charge, stability, exposure of functional groups and others.

The affinity of a protein to a NP surface has been shown to depend on the NP surface coating\(^{69,74}\) and on the protein identity and function.\(^{75}\) This effect has also been shown for in vivo conditions, where protein absorption onto injected polyethylene glycol (PEG) coated particles was found to be minimal, which led to longer circulation times and altered biodistribution.\(^{76}\) However, the mechanistic details of these findings remain unclear and links between the full complexity of the in vivo situation and the in vitro experiments providing mechanistic information remain to be established further.

3. Detection and behavior of nanoparticles under biological conditions

3.1 Strengths and limitations of available detection techniques

NP size strongly determines the interaction with biological matter. It may even be modified due to adsorption of biomolecules and, hence, any size characterization should generally be performed in the same media employed in subsequent in vitro or in vivo applications.\(^{5}\) Various experimental methods have been developed for size quantification under physiological conditions, having their specific advantages but also disadvantages. Under physiological conditions, the stability of colloids is often impaired so that, as time progresses, increasing amounts of aggregates may be formed. Particular methods may have different sensitivity toward the resulting, time-dependent variability in polydispersity. Combining different characterization methods can be a viable strategy to compensate drawbacks and remove the uncertainties of individual methods and, thus, provide a good trustworthy approximation of the actual size distribution.\(^{77}\)

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) are frequently applied to provide an overview on size and morphology of colloidal samples. However, for room temperature preparations, sample drying is required to achieve the necessary high vacuum. This process can produce severe artifacts in the obtained micrographs. Large numbers of particles need to be imaged and analyzed individually to obtain sufficient statistics. High ion (and biomolecule) concentrations in physiological samples may generate significant background levels from which non-metal colloids can hardly be resolved. These disadvantages can be avoided by measurements at cryogenic temperatures with shock-frozen particles in solidified amorphous surrounding medium.\(^{78,79}\)

NPs deposited on a flat substrate may also be visualized by atomic force microscopy (AFM), which is based on the force acting between the thin tip of a cantilever and the sample. As in electron microscopy, sample preparation for AFM can lead to substantial changes in physiological samples. With AFM experiments, force–distance curves (FD) can be measured to reveal the interaction forces. In combination with analytical ultracentrifugation (AUC) and sodium dodecyl sulfate polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE), FD curves have been measured to investigate interaction forces between SiO\(_2\) and CeO\(_2\) NPs and serum proteins. Significant differences between individual particle species were found, arising from small differences in their physicochemical properties.\(^{80}\) FD curves in the liquid state have also been presented to observe particle–particle interactions in biological media. The aggregation potential of CeO\(_2\) particles in Roswell Park Memorial Institute (RPMI) medium was shown to be inversely dependent on the size of primary particles, whereas aggregation of Fe\(_2\)O\(_3\) NPs in RPMI was claimed to be independent of particle size.\(^{81}\)

A popular method to measure size distributions of NPs under physiological conditions is dynamic light scattering (DLS). It involves the time-dependent measurement of the intensity of visible light scattered coherently by colloidal particles. Intensity fluctuations arise due to time-dependent variations of interfering contributions from particles diffusing randomly through the sample. The autocorrelation of the recorded intensity traces provides insight into the size and polydispersity of colloid samples. The scattering intensity is a function of the scattering angle; the angular distribution depends on the size and shape of the observed NPs. Because the scattered intensity scales with the particle radius to the sixth power, agglomerates, which may result from NP destabilization in biological environments, will dominate the scattered intensity. Moreover, all particles present in a biological sample, e.g., proteins, and other bio-matter, contribute to the scattered light and obscure the information about the colloidal NPs. This problem is exacerbated for organic NPs, which typically have a refractive index close to that of the surrounding bio-matter. As a result, the characterization of heterogeneous biological samples by DLS is very challenging, and multi-angle detection combined with experimental and theoretical expertise is required to obtain meaningful data.\(^{82,83}\) In contrast, automated devices using simplified models based on spherical particles and Gaussian size distribution may not be able to resolve the properties in complex samples.

By time-averaged static light scattering (SLS), molecular weight averages of polymeric materials, averaged radii of gyration and second virial coefficients of NP interactions can be obtained as well. The \( p \) ratio, i.e., the quotient of hydrodynamic radius and radius of gyration, also includes information on the particle morphology.\(^{82}\)

Fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS) involves the measurement of brief bursts of light emitted by single fluorophores as they diffuse through a small volume (typically 1 femtoliter) defined by a tightly focused laser beam.\(^{84}\) Autocorrelation analysis of the fluorescence emission time traces yields a characteristic time scale of diffusion, \( \tau_D \), from which – as in DLS – the
hydrodynamic radius, \( R_{H} \), can be calculated with sub-nanometer precision by using the Stokes–Einstein equation. Therefore, FCS has been demonstrated to be an excellent technique for studying NP–protein interactions.\(^{44,71,85,86} \) A refined variant of the FCS method, dual-focus FCS (2fFCS), includes an absolute calibration standard and, therefore, promises to make high-precision particle size measurements even easier.\(^{87} \) For example, 2fFCS has been used to determine the thickness of various protein corona on FePt NPs with high precision so that the specific orientation of the adsorbed proteins on the NP surface could be inferred.\(^{75} \) Unlike DLS, FCS requires particles that emit strong fluorescence, i.e., autofluorescent particles or particles labeled with fluorescent markers. However, this can also be advantageous because the measured signal arises solely from the fluorescent particles. Furthermore, the fluorescent particles need to be present in the sample at very low concentration, typically 1 nM. We note in addition that FCS is exquisitely sensitive to the presence of aggregates and thus can only be applied to samples with good colloidal stability.

Another valuable method to obtain size distributions of NPs is based on the tracking of Brownian motion of NPs by automated detection of their mean-squared displacement as a function of time. This information is related to the diffusion coefficient via the Einstein–Smoluchowski equations and the Stokes–Einstein relation.\(^{45,59} \) As confirmed by DLS, agglomeration of Ag NPs in RPMI medium was found to be affected by the presence of proteins using this technique.\(^{59} \) Agglomeration occurred within a few hours in pure RPMI and RPMI–bovine serum albumin, whereas particles remained well-dispersed in RPMI–fetal calf serum.

Yet another approach to NP size analysis is analytical separation, as done in field-flow fractionation (FFF).\(^{88} \) In asymmetrical flow field-flow fractionation (AF-FFF), particles are displaced in a parabolic solvent flow by cross flow acting in rectangular direction. Elution time is a function of the diffusion coefficient and thus can be correlated to the hydrodynamic radius of particles.\(^{89,90} \) As a main feature for characterization of NPs in the biological environment, FFF is combined with other (detection) methods by online coupling, making use of the relatively monodisperse fractions eluting from the channel. Powerful characterization methods are online couplings of FFF with SLS,\(^{91} \) DLS,\(^{92} \) small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS),\(^{93} \) or inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICPMS).\(^{94} \) Also preparative fractionations have been realized by the circular asymmetrical flow field-flow eluator (CAFFE).\(^{95} \) One main drawback of FFF in physiological salt conditions is dominating van der Waals-interaction between channel boundaries and NPs.\(^{96} \) Direct display of the size distribution in FFF, allowed for quantification of size increase of superparamagnetic iron oxide NPs (SPIONs) in presence of plasma proteins.\(^{97} \)

### 3.2 Size determination of kinetically unstable colloids

At physiological salt concentrations, the stability and, hence, the time scale of colloidal aggregation can change drastically in the case of charge-stabilized NPs,\(^{43–45} \) leading to a steady formation of aggregates in the detection volume. Depending on the method used for size determination, this will affect the observations. In TEM and AFM, aggregates formed as a result of the drying process cannot be distinguished from aggregates that were already present in the original solution. In cryo-TEM, quantitative data evaluation of images is based on counting particle numbers. Thus, the probability of rarely formed aggregates to be detected in such an approach is rather small, especially at an early state of aggregation.

Methods such as DLS, which are based on coherent scattering, have a strong bias toward large and hence more strongly scattering particles. In fact, the presence of a few large aggregates can dominate the scattered intensity. Multi-component analysis of scattering intensities of NPs and proteins allows analysis of agglomerates by DLS.\(^{98} \) However, this treatment neglects variations of the scattering intensity arising from increasing size of the primary NPs due to protein binding and, in addition, the possible changes in the size distribution of dissolved proteins that may change as a result of selective binding processes.

Where sedimentation of aggregated particles occurs, primary particles remain dispersed in the detection volume, whereas larger aggregates sediment at a much higher velocity, resulting in inadequate hydrodynamic radii to be obtained from DLS or Brownian motion analysis. In contrast, FFF can be applied to monitor agglomeration as di-, tri- or oligomers of primary particles will elute at larger retention times of the elugrams.\(^{99} \)

### 3.3 Effect of diffusion and sedimentation on dose rates in biological experiments

Exposure experiments of cells to NPs are most frequently performed in the presence of NP suspensions for which only the total mass concentration of the NPs is recorded, irrespective of the dispersity of the NPs. The net flux per time of the total NP mass to the cell surface, however, is in fact size selective due to a competition between diffusion and sedimentation.

Xia and co-workers\(^{100} \) presented a detailed study elucidating the effect of sedimentation and diffusion on cellular uptake of gold NPs. In most in vitro experiments, the uptake of NPs is measured in a setup where cells reside at the bottom of a culture plate and are exposed to a supernatant suspension of NPs. As we have discussed above, many colloids are unstable under cell culture conditions, and agglomerates will form with significantly altered diffusion and sedimentation properties. Increased sedimentation, however, leads to a situation where the NP concentration on the cell surface can be markedly higher than the initial bulk concentration. This means that the factual dose rate to the cell membrane is not necessarily a simple function of the initial NP concentration but is significantly affected by NP stability.

In their study,\(^{100} \) Xia and co-workers quantified this problem by comparing cellular uptake of their NPs in the classical upright experimental configuration to the uptake in an inverted setup where the cultured cells were suspended from above with the cells facing the bottom of the well (see Fig. 3). Their study revealed strong differences in the cellular uptake dependent on...
the diffusion and sedimentation properties of the colloid and, hence, on the experimental setup.

This work strongly emphasizes the dire need for a thorough physical and chemical characterization of NPs under the experimental conditions of in vivo and in vitro experiments. Biological effects observed in such experimental approaches may frequently be artefacts of an ill-characterized colloidal stability. Here, the established methods and models of physics and physical chemistry can bring yet another strong contribution to the highly interdisciplinary field of nano-research.

4. The protein corona

4.1 Fundamental aspects of corona formation

Many existing studies of the complex composition and time evolution of the protein corona are largely descriptive and go astray where detailed mechanistic explanation would be desirable. Thermodynamic aspects of the interaction process between NPs and proteins are manifold including electrostatic, H-bonding and van-der-Waals type interactions, and lead to a complex situation. Detailed information about the NP surface is frequently not known on an atomic scale, and surface restructuring and ageing processes might occur during the interaction. Often times, this problem may be less severe considering that the protein is relatively large compared to a typical atomic binding site on the NP surface and, hence, its binding behavior will always be an average over a larger surface area.

An important role is played by ligands on the NP surface, that either results from the synthesis of the NPs themselves, or from consecutive synthetic chemistry. The potential exchange of ligands on the NP surface will strongly depend on the chemical type of the surface and on the bonding structure. Whilst some ligands can easily be exchanged in an equilibrium fashion, others, such as polymer coatings, were indicated to have a higher persistence on the NP surface, leading to a situation where they shield the underlying particle surface and mediate the interaction with proteins, rather than being exchanged.

A very critical aspect concerns the protein itself: the protein structure determines its solubility. Protein denaturation upon surface adsorption creates a situation where the desorbing, denatured protein molecule has an altered solubility compared to the native protein. This contradicts an equilibrium treatment since the adsorbing and desorbing species differ in their structure and properties. In addition, solvent effects need to be considered. The exact quantitative details of these processes remain to be uncovered.

Isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC) was suggested as a suitable method for studying the affinity and stoichiometry of protein binding by Cedervall, Linse, Dawson and co-workers, and others have adopted this approach. In light of the complexity of the factual situation with many thermodynamic processes occurring simultaneously (e.g., possible ligand exchange, possible changes in protein structure, changes in the solvation shells around protein and NP, etc.) the interpretation of such results requires great caution.

The first example of how protein adsorption can quantitatively follow a binding isotherm was presented by Nienhaus and co-workers, who analyzed the adsorption of human serum albumin (HSA) onto small (10–20 nm in diameter) polymer-coated, fluorescently labeled FePt and CdSe/ZnS NPs displaying carboxyl functions on the surface. With sub-nanometer precision, they measured the thickness of an HSA corona that formed around these NPs using fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS). They showed that a protein layer of 3.3 nm thickness formed around their NPs, commensurate with a single protein layer (Fig. 4).

In a different study, also utilizing the FCS method, Milani et al. studied the adsorption of transferrin onto sulfonate- and...
carboxyl-functionalized polystyrene NPs. They measured molar concentrations of fluorescently labeled proteins free in solution and bound to the NP surface. Adsorption curves resulting from their measurements indicate a universal behavior as a function of the protein/NP molar ratio, which was interpreted as a transition from monolayer coverage to multilayer adsorption. Moreover, they looked into the dynamics of the protein adsorption layer and found different timescales, which they attributed to proteins bound in the first monolayer and to those being part of the secondary and ternary layers, respectively. The first monolayer showed off-rates longer than the experimental time scale of a few hours, whilst the other shells appeared to exchange proteins on a time scale faster than minutes under buffer conditions. This same split-up in the off-rates was found for both surface functionalities used in their study but both off-rates were considerably faster in case of carboxyl-functionalized NPs.

These results seem to be at variance with the results by Jiang et al., 103 who found monolayer formation for transferrin binding to carboxyl-functionalized, polymer-coated FePt NPs. In this work, the time dependence of the intensity autocorrelation function was analyzed to obtain the size of the NP–protein complex, which is a robust procedure yielding sub-nanometer size resolution (see also Fig. 4). Also, different NP surfaces, different relative nanoparticle–protein size ratios and indeed different proteins can all significantly alter the observed behavior. 26,59,75,104 We shall discuss below how the interplay of different proteins can complicate this situation even further.

In a different study, the Nienhaus group gave a first indication of possible structure–activity relationships that might govern the protein corona formation. 75 Here, they pointed to the role of charged patches on the protein surface in shaping the adsorption orientation of corona proteins. This time using dual-focus fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (2FCS), they indicated that both the binding affinities and the monolayer thicknesses, based on the known structural properties of the proteins, could be related to the presence of charged patches on the protein surface.

The claim that such patches, rather than the overall protein charge, govern the NP–protein interaction seems plausible, considering the sub-nanometer Debye shielding length under such conditions. As discussed above, the Debye length is considerably smaller than the average size of a protein, leading to a situation where no relevant Coulomb-type interactions occur between the NP and parts of an adsorbed protein that are not in close contact with the NP.

Treu, Nienhaus and co-workers 105 have recently modified HSA, to alter its surface charge distribution and investigated the consequences for protein corona formation around small (radius ~ 5 nm), dihydrolic acid-coated quantum dots (DHQA-QDs) by using fluorescence correlation spectroscopy. Not only did these charge modifications alter the corona thickness indicating distinctly different protein orientations on the NP but also the affinity was strongly affected. Notably, their work convincingly demonstrated the reversibility of protein binding for their NP–protein systems, independent of the modification. 105 They were also able to show the effect of the differently modified coronae on the extent and kinetics of internalization of their NPs by HeLa cells. From these experiments, they revealed pronounced variations in the cellular uptake that indicate how even small physicochemical changes of the protein corona may significantly affect biological responses. 105

This rare example of a structure–affinity relation that was reported in this work emphasizes once more the importance of very basic physico-chemical experiments to elucidate the factual situation. Such data remain scarce, but many experimental techniques are readily available for studying the structure of proteins in solution and in NP–protein aggregates, including but not limited to circular dichroism, 26,59,104,106–108 Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy, 109–111 Raman spectroscopy/SERS 26,41,112,113 and fluorescence spectroscopy, 71,75,85,114,115 size-exclusion chromatography (SEC), 116–121 isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC) 102,122 and surface plasmon resonance (SPR). 54,123

Many additional factors may affect the protein corona, such as variations in temperature or pH. Lesniak, Dawson and co-workers studied the serum corona formation around polystyrene NPs, revealing significant differences in the cellular uptake if their NPs were incubated in heat inactivated serum compared to not heat inactivated serum. 124 Further addressing the molecular aspects of these findings, Mahmoudi et al. concluded from their experiments that changes in the incubation temperature can cause severe differences in protein corona formation, degree of surface coverage and composition, although, as they point out, this may not necessarily always be the case. 125 The exact physiological implications of these findings remain somewhat vague, since rarely temperature varies as a sole factor in a biological system. The same holds true for changes in pH: they are frequently associated with a preceding membrane transfer.
and it is not yet established what happens to the corona during such membrane penetration processes.\textsuperscript{4,111}

4.2 Simulations of nanoparticle–protein interactions by computational modelling

To resolve molecular mechanisms of corona formation, computational modelling can provide a valuable tool in bridging the gap between experimental findings and the underlying molecular information.\textsuperscript{126}

Dell’Orco, Linse and co-workers modelled the competing adsorption of three different proteins (human serum albumin, high density lipoprotein and fibrinogen) onto 70 nm copolymer (N-isopropylacrylamide/N-tert-butylacrylamide) NPs based on individual affinities, rate constants and stoichiometry in human blood.\textsuperscript{127} Recently, Darabi Sahneh et al. expanded this approach by nonlinear dynamics techniques, describing the dynamics of corona formation from population balance equations.\textsuperscript{128} Their model predicts a rapid formation of a protein corona with a metastable composition, determined by association rates and weighted by corresponding initial protein concentrations. As continuous association and dissociation of proteins to the NP surface continues, their model predicts a stable corona composition, determined by the product of equilibrium constants and the initial individual protein concentrations. Intriguingly, this prediction is very well in line with experimental findings of a corona hardening at longer timescales\textsuperscript{26,54,129–131} and is a good example of how relatively simple model approaches can help to describe specific aspects of the factual situation even under very complex chemical and biological conditions. Such models may also help to improve the design of experimental approaches and their combination with further methods of computational simulation may provide a valuable tool for a molecular understanding of experimental observations.

While molecular dynamics (MD) approaches were shown to describe the molecular systems of proteins and NPs rather well,\textsuperscript{132–137} the large system size and the relatively long timescales of corona formation complicate the modelling of this process.\textsuperscript{138–140} Multi-level approaches and coarse-grained simulations have therefore been adopted to studying corona formation processes,\textsuperscript{101,132,136,133} however, still with a rather limited predictive power for the physiological situation or chemically/biologically complex systems.\textsuperscript{139,141–144} Despite these current problems, such atomistic level \textit{in silico} approaches can be a useful tool to complement experimental studies of NP–protein interactions and reveal some of the molecular scale driving forces for the experimentally observed situation.\textsuperscript{145–149}

Wang and co-workers used a combined experimental and model approach to understand the adsorption of bovine serum albumin (BSA) onto CTAB (cetyltrimethylammonium bromide)-coated Au nanorods (aspect ratio: 4.2, mean length: 56 nm).\textsuperscript{136} Using synchrotron radiation for X-ray near-edge structure (XANES),\textsuperscript{150} they investigated binding of sulfur (from cysteine residues) to the Au surface. In their corresponding MD simulations, Wang et al.\textsuperscript{136} initially placed one BSA molecule next to the Au surface and applied a driving force of 100 pN on the sulfur atoms for binding of cysteine groups. They found reduction of 6 disulfide bonds and continuous binding of 12 cysteine groups on the surface within a small time scale of 140 ns. It should be noted, that it is an extremely rapid process, compared to typical experimental observation times under physiological conditions. The ongoing conformational change was shown to proceed even after successful binding to form an extended contact area. It contributed to an unfolding of alpha helical structure which has also been shown before on similar surfaces by circular dichroism\textsuperscript{26,59,104} and SERS spectroscopy.\textsuperscript{104,151}

Recently, Brancolini and co-workers used a combination of simulation methods at different levels of theory (including Brownian dynamics, classical atomistic MD and quantum mechanical DFT calculations) to study the adsorption of ubiquitin onto gold NPs.\textsuperscript{135} Ubiquitin is a protein that is ubiquitously found in eukaryotes and does not contain cysteine residues (\textit{i.e.}, no disulfide bonds or SH residues). Results of calculations presented in their manuscript advise a set of different structures for possible ubiquitin–gold complexes. They compared their results to experimental data (circular dichroism and NMR) and from this comparison, suggested that short-range, non-electrostatic interactions and binding to citrate were important parameters, in forming complexes most similar to the experimental results. Using the freedom of the theoretical approach, they also varied the surface conditions (bare, citrate covered), finding a situation where some citrate molecules were replaced by the adsorbing protein while other citrate molecules stayed attached to the surface, coexisting with the adsorbed ubiquitin molecules. While this is an interesting finding, the relevance in a more complex situation, such as physiological conditions, with many different proteins and other molecules of various sizes competing for binding to the NP surface, remains elusive. Also, under physiological conditions the strong interactions that become possible between cysteine residues of other proteins and the gold surface may be much more dominant than the effects described here. However, this work is an example of how experimental and theoretical techniques may be used in a complementing fashion, revealing information that cannot be inferred from one approach alone.

Another approach, combining experimental and multiscale molecular dynamics simulations, was presented by Ding et al., who studied the interaction between ubiquitin and the surfaces of silver NPs.\textsuperscript{139} Their results revealed a competition of ubiquitin molecules and citrate for binding to the NP surface, with ubiquitin replacing the surface bound citrate molecules. Intriguingly, their modeling results showed specific binding orientations between ubiquitin molecules and AgNP surfaces, driven by electrostatic interactions (Fig. 5). The importance of such electrostatic interactions for binding orientations and was lately demonstrated experimentally by Treuel et al.\textsuperscript{105}

From both, their simulations and experiments, Ding and co-workers\textsuperscript{139} concluded a loss of \(\alpha\)-helical structure upon adsorption of ubiquitin onto the silver surfaces, which is well in line with earlier findings.\textsuperscript{59–61,104,151} Further, their coarse-grained simulations of ubiquitin corona formation around their AgNPs uncovered a stretched exponential binding kinetics that was found to be in good agreement with earlier reported experimental results.\textsuperscript{71}
This work is another example how MD simulations using simplified systems can indeed assist in understanding the molecular behavior governing the factual situation even under more complex experimental conditions. Yet, it is currently not clear to what extent the truly influential parameters governing the processes under physiologically relevant conditions have been truly identified in these simulation approaches.

4.3 Complexity of the protein corona under biological conditions

The formation of a protein layer on flat surfaces was first analyzed by Vroman in 1962.152 The corresponding “Vroman-effect” describes a time-dependent composition of the bio-coating, where the early state is dominated by highly abundant proteins, which adsorb only weakly. Subsequently, adsorbed proteins are replaced by less abundant proteins, which bind with greater affinity, resulting in a complex series of adsorption and displacement steps. By describing the concept of a “dynamic protein corona”, the Vroman model was directly transferred to explain the evolution of the protein corona around NPs.110,131 In this model, the composition of the corona is predominantly controlled by the association and dissociation constant of various proteins. To fully understand the interaction of NPs with biological systems a time-resolved knowledge of NP-specific protein adsorption is required, as certain protein groups display increased or reduced binding over time. In this context, it was recently shown by Tenzer, Stauber and co-workers28 for silica and polystyrene NPs of various sizes and surface-functionalization that the formation of a protein corona is a very rapid process. However, novel binding kinetics for biologically relevant protein groups have been discovered, which cannot be solely explained by the Vroman-effect. Classification of protein-binding modalities identified proteins characterized by low abundance at the beginning of plasma exposure and at later time points, but displaying “peak” abundance at intermediate time points and vice versa (Fig. 6).

Previous kinetic studies did not employ quantitative LC-MS-based proteomics, and these complex binding kinetics went unnoticed so far. In their study, Tenzer et al.28 showed that the binding patterns observed in the human blood plasma model cannot be explained by the current mathematical protein-corona-evolution models in simplified systems.60,127,131

In the same study, the authors could show that the protein coronae formed very rapidly and exhibited an unexpected complexity on all investigated nanoparticles. Previous studies suggested that the protein corona consists of only a few tens of proteins, even when nanomaterials are introduced into a highly complex environment such as the human blood plasma.50,56

Tenzer et al. were able to detect and quantify as much as 166 different plasma corona proteins at the earliest exposure time point on all investigated nanoparticles. By extending their analyses to prolonged plasma exposure time points and by employing a latest generation label-free quantitative liquid chromatography mass spectrometry (LC-MS) instrument, they detected almost 300 different corona proteins for all exposure time points. Over the different investigated time-points the corona composition changed only quantitatively and not qualitatively.

The composition of the long-lived, so-called “hard” protein corona is clearly affected by NP properties, including size/surface curvature and zeta potential,27 surface functionalities,52 hydrophobicity56 and topology.153 But also the plasma exposure time was identified as an additional critical factor of nanoparticle-bound protein abundance. However, none of the above-mentioned factors (physicochemical properties of the NP and exposure time) alone is exclusively able to control formation, composition and evolution of the protein corona. A multi-parameter classifier will most probably be required to generally model and predict nanoparticle–protein interaction profiles in biological relevant environments.28,50

In the study by Tenzer et al.,28 the authors were able to show the (patho)biological relevance of the protein corona in in vitro studies of primary human cell models of the blood system. Pristine nanoparticles existed only for a short period of time, but could immediately affect vitality of endothelial cells, trigger thrombocyte activation and aggregation, and result in hemolysis. Formation of the biomolecule corona rapidly modulated...
the nanoparticles’ decoration with bioactive proteins, thus, protecting cells of the blood system against nanoparticle-induced (patho)biological processes, and could also promote cellular uptake.28

5. Diagnostics employing NPs – an outlook

Owing to their special properties, the use of NPs in biomedical applications has been discussed for a long time,154–157 with the mainly desired goals of increasing therapeutic transport and efficacy and of minimizing toxic side effects.158

While problems regarding the biological transport and safety of NPs persist, their successful application for in vivo diagnostic purposes has been shown.159–162 NP-based diagnostic agents can improve the results of many existing readout techniques, including but not limited to fluorescence detection,163–167 magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)168–172 and radionuclide-based imaging (e.g. SPECT, PET).173–175 Moreover, completely novel techniques become accessible for in vivo application by the use of NPs. For example, Nie and coworkers successfully demonstrated how surface enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS) labelled Au NPs could be used for tumor detection in live animals.162 Their PEGylated SERS NPs were considerably brighter than semiconductor quantum dots and had a light emission in the near-infrared (NIR) window.162

NPs can also be utilized to combine diagnostic and therapeutic properties in the same particle for so called “theranostic” approaches.159,160 Such applications continue to receive much attention and will undoubtedly benefit from an improving molecular understanding of NP transport and behavior in biological systems.

Besides these in vivo uses, in vitro diagnostics can make good use of specific binding and imaging properties of NPs.176 Sample preparation strategies have been developed to perform in vitro diagnostics in lab-on-a-chip applications,177,178 enabling large numbers of accurate and precise measurements to be performed rapidly and by low costs.

In general, three basic strategies can be distinguished, in which NPs might be used for in vitro diagnostics: to mark, to sort and to encapsulate. Quantum dots and Au NPs are the most relevant species as markers and already industrially used in pregnancy tests or drug screening tests.179,180 Their main advantage compared to fluorescence marked sensors is the absence of bleaching phenomena. To enhance marking efficiency by gold NPs, synthesis of nanorods can drastically reduce the plasmon damping181 and lead to an intensity increase, enabling single particle mapping.182 Strategies for the use of nanocapsules are widely spread and include immobilization,183 transport,184,185 or enhancement of bioactivities.186 Besides, by encapsulation, liposomes can be used as nano-reactors of monodisperses Pd NPs.187

---

**Fig. 6** Correlation analysis by Tenzer et al.28 revealed distinct kinetic protein-binding modalities during corona evolution. Time-smoothed normalized protein abundance profile of nPsNPs (polystyrene) nanoparticle coronas was classified into four groups by correlation analysis. Relative values normalized to the maximum amount (set to 1) across all time points for each protein. Protein groups PG I and PG II displayed increasing or reduced binding over time, respectively, and thus in a “Vroman-dependent manner”. Peak’ proteins (PG III) are characterized by low abundance at the beginning of plasma exposure and at later time points, but displaying peak abundance at intermediate time points. Other proteins (PG IV) show exactly the opposite behaviour, being highly abundant at early and late time points, but not at intermediate time points, “Vroman-independent manner”. (Adapted with kind permission from Tenzer et al.28)
In terms of imaging by specific sorting, magnetic NPs are proposed for purification and enrichment of nucleic acids and proteins. Also, protein-conjugated magnetic beads were used for effective DNA-aptamer bindings on food allergens. Immunomagnetic capture of cells was modeled in computational fluid dynamics (CFD) and sorting of circulating tumor cells was demonstrated using magnetic NPs. Biomarker detection in blood plasma has also been shown by a one-step magnetic NP immunoassay. Another example for magnetic sorting is provided for microfluidic DNA purification by centrifugation and microfluidic allergy indication.

6. Conclusions and outlook

Despite the substantial developments of the past years, difficulties persist to link the physical and chemical properties of NPs to their biological effects. The complex chemical composition of the biological environment results in a multitude of competing effects and the relative timescales of these individual effects may be of significant importance.

Changes in colloidal stability are amongst the straightforward things that occur at the ambient ion concentrations of a biological fluid. While current models parameterize many of these ionic influences, they fall short of including effects that arise as consequences of biomolecule adsorption as discussed above. We have discussed the stabilizing effect of the protein corona in case of charge stabilized silver NPs and it should be noted in this context that in vitro uptake experiments are frequently carried out with higher NP concentrations than those expected for any environmental exposure of cells, even including intended exposure scenarios. The lower NP collision rates at relevant in vivo concentrations could well lead to situations where a destabilized colloid does not necessarily form agglomerates because it can be decorated and stabilized by proteins before relevant collisions between particles occur.

At common in vitro NP concentrations, agglomeration of NPs in cell culture medium is a formidable challenge for any quantitative evaluation of biological experiments involving NPs. Where dose rates become a function of NP stability and collision-rate (particle concentration) rather than original particle concentration, any underlying biological information is obscured by this effect. This becomes even more important since the cellular uptake of larger agglomerates may involve completely different endocytic pathways than the uptake of individual NPs and both may involve different time scales.

The reliable determination of physical and chemical parameters of NPs in biological fluids remains a challenging task. We have discussed different techniques that are commonly employed in size characterization of NP suspensions and the difficulties that are introduced by the presence of a biological medium. Currently, reliable characterization data can only be obtained by employing multiple, complementing methods. We emphasize the urgent need that such characterization is carried out at the same conditions and the same timescales as the biological experiment. This is frequently not the case and this source of error presents a critical problem for any model developments or regulatory decision making.

Large gaps still exist in the understanding of the fundamental physicochemical aspects of corona formation and even larger gaps exist in applying this knowledge to a realistic biological situation. Despite the discussed progress that has been made, the consequences of the protein corona and, hence, its properties on the biological behavior of NPs are still elusive and still poorly understood.

We have discussed the latest developments of Tenzer, Stauber and co-workers showing that our current models of competitive adsorption fall short of explaining the factual physiological situation where NPs are subjected to thousands of different proteins competing for binding to their surface. Interestingly, the number of different proteins found to be bound to the NPs in their study exceeds the number of proteins that could be accommodated on a single NP, giving first indications for a statistical variance between the coronae of individual NPs in the same medium. This, and the fact that pure equilibrium treatments may not suffice to fully explain the factual situation, needs and deserves further attention.

Overall, the detailed kinetics of corona formation, stability and aging effects need further consideration. The development of the protein corona under complex biological conditions, with proteins exchanging with a multitude of competing proteins, is still only poorly understood and we stress the need to bridge the gap between the in vitro results, acquired under highly controlled conditions, and the in vivo consequences, which are still elusive.

Increased understanding will also lead to new rational designs of nanoparticle systems as well as new applications, e.g., design of multifunctional NPs will lead to increased sensitivities and possibilities for biomedical sensing. On the other side, microfluidic lab-on-a-chip systems will help to monitor the cellular response to NPs exposure to avoid or replace otherwise necessary in vivo tests.
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